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Your support has never been so important - Bandaged Bear Appeal 2012
At ten months old, when most
children are learning how to crawl and
walk, Holly Sultana moved her arm for
the very first time.
Her parents, Daniel and Lara, cried
tears of joy for their baby girl who had a
tough start to life after being born with a
serious disorder that affects her muscles
and joints.
Now seven years old, Holly has had
a series of operations at The Children’s
Hospital at Westmead to help manage
her condition, the first on her feet at seven
months old and recently the first of many
to lengthen growing rods in her back.
“I was so worried about Holly when
she had her recent back operation. I
was scared about the outcome of the
surgery and how much pain she would
be in. But three days after the operation
she was sitting up in bed and said to me,
‘Mum, I am strong you know. I knew I
could do this’”, Holly’s Mum, Lara said.
Holly has been a patient at The
Children’s Hospital at Westmead since
she was a newborn and has many years
of care ahead of her. She will need more
surgery to insert plates into her knees
and hips and doctors are planning to
fuse together the bones in her back.
“Holly is always amazing us in so
many ways. Her condition affects every
joint in her body – her spine, neck,

hips, knees, ankles and all the joints in
every finger. Even though she has no
movement in her wrists or fingers she
has learnt to write and her writing is so
neat and perfect”, Lara said.
You can change the lives of children
like Holly and give them hope for a

brighter future. Help us reach our target of
raising $1million from this year’s appeal
to help fund new technology, essential
research and important enhancements
to the services provided at The Children’s
Hospital at Westmead.

Holly being treated by Dr Matthias Axt

How to support The Bandaged Bear Appeal™
• Hold a Bandaged Bear Breakfast at work, school or in your own home
• Purchase a table and enjoy a specially designed menu by Guillaume Brahimi at Guillaume
at Bennelong on Wednesday 28 March 2012
• Make a donation to the Appeal
• Volunteer to sell merchandise on Friday 30 March 2012
• Order merchandise to sell to family, friends and colleagues
• Purchase merchandise from outlets throughout the month of March, including Best and
Less, St George Bank, Blooms the Chemist, HCF and Starbucks
For more information on supporting the Bandaged Bear Day Appeal, please visit
www.bandagedbear.com.au or phone (02) 9845 3481.
For more information on sponsorship and partnership opportunities for Bandaged Bear Day,
please email Nicole Jervis at nicole.jervis@health.nsw.gov.au or phone (02) 9845 3473.
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Message
from the
Chief
Executive
I hope you had a very happy and relaxed Christmas and New
Year with your loved ones. Unfortunately many kids don’t have a
break from being sick over Christmas, so staff at The Children’s
Hospital at Westmead worked tirelessly throughout the festive
season, not only providing clinical care, but also helping families
to experience a little Christmas joy along the way.
A new year brings new beginnings and a chance to set
fresh goals and directions. This is especially true for The
Sydney Children’s Hospitals Network, as we commence our
clinical planning processes in 2012.
In order to provide the best care for the children and
families of NSW, we must take time to examine the paediatric
health care needs of the community and how we can tailor our
services to best meet these very important needs.
Our goal over the next five years is to develop models of care
that are world-class, innovative and family-focussed, providing
the care the community needs in the most appropriate setting.
Our combined strength as a Network means we have
created one of the largest paediatric health care services in
the world. This brings many new possibilities for the future,
especially in the area of research.
One of our important goals is to benchmark our research
activities at a local, national and international level and plan
ways to expand our research capabilities.
Research is such an important area as it is unlocking some
of the greatest medical mysteries known to mankind. So many
of you support our research activities and I look forward to
continuing to work with you in the future to secure healthier
futures for our children, and indeed our children’s children.
Thank you for your ongoing support that makes such an
incredible difference to our life-saving work.
Warm regards,

Elizabeth Koff
Chief Executive
Sydney Children’s Hospitals Network

Trinity during her hospital stay

Trinity is now happy and healthy
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a patient’s journey
Tiny incisions mean a big future for Trinity

Trinity with her sister, Lexie

“I was told not to go searching online for information on Trinity’s condition,
but of course, I did. The worst case scenario scared me to death”
Every new parent will admit to
anxiously checking that their sleeping
newborn is breathing. But for Susie Choi,
she had more reason to worry than most.
Her daughter, Trinity, was born with
a potentially fatal lesion on her left lung.
“I was told not to go searching online
for information on Trinity’s condition, but
of course, I did. The worst case scenario
scared me to death. The lesion could
have become a cancerous growth and I
could have lost her. Although our doctors
were very reassuring, I had to keep a
close eye on her breathing at home. It
was pretty scary.”
After twelve months of regular visits
to The Children’s Hospital at Westmead,
Trinity’s lesion had not resolved itself
as hoped. The danger was that it could
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grow into a tumour and pose a serious
risk to her heart and lungs. Surgeons
had no choice but to remove part of
her lung. The family was introduced to
Dr Jonathan Karpelowsky, one of the
Hospital’s leading paediatric surgeons
who specialises in minimally invasive, or
‘keyhole’, surgery.
“I couldn’t believe it when Dr
Karpelowsky told me he was going
to try to remove the lesion through a
seven millimetre cut. I couldn’t imagine
how that was possible. The day of the
surgery was terrifying. I knew that if the
keyhole approach didn’t work, it would
be a much bigger operation, with a huge
scar and Trinity would take a lot longer
to recover. I think waiting for her to come
out of surgery was the longest, most

frightening five hours of my life.”
To Susie’s relief and gratitude, Dr
Karpelowsky returned from surgery with
great news – he had removed the lesion
and part of Trinity’s lung through three
tiny incisions. In recovery, Trinity woke
up laughing and saying ‘thank you’ to the
Hospital staff. Four days later, she was at
home with just five stitches in her back.
Today, as toddler Trinity dances
happily around her back yard, it’s
impossible to imagine the worst case
scenario that Susie once feared. Thanks
to the world-class technology and
expert care at The Children’s Hospital
Westmead, which you helped make
possible, Trinity recovered fully and has
a very healthy and happy future ahead
of her.

research news
Donations create a bright future for
children with a rare disorder
Two generous donations to help fund
a research scholarship may reap great
benefits for kids with a condition known
as Phenylketonuria (or PKU), while
giving a promising young researcher the
opportunity to gain vital medical research
experience.
PKU is a genetic condition which
affects about one in 10,000 individuals
and there are around 25 new cases
every year in Australia. Detected through
newborn screening via a heel prick test,
people with PKU are missing an enzyme
that breaks down an amino acid in
protein. The amino acid can build up in
the bloodstream and become toxic.
If levels of this amino acid are
not controlled, it can cause mental
retardation, seizures and other brain
disorders. As such, people with PKU
are on a very strict diet from a very early
age and cannot eat meat, fish, poultry,
bread, pasta, nuts, cheese, soy, eggs,
lentils, chocolate, beans, gelatin, icecream or dairy products.
For children and their families, these
dietary restrictions can make for a very
challenging lifestyle. It changes the
weekly shopping basket dramatically,
dining out and takeaways are less likely
and it can impact on the child and their
family’s social life. What are considered
normal childhood experiences by most
can become real challenges for kids with
PKU. Things like birthday parties, sleepovers and even playing with friends can
alienate kids with PKU because of their
dietary restrictions.
The good news is that researchers
at the Kids Research Institute are
investigating a possible treatment that, if
successful, will relax the diet for children
with PKU in the not-too-distant future.
Naz Al Hafid is an Early Career
Researcher working at the Kids Research
Institute and is currently investigating how
parsley can help to produce an enzyme
that breaks down the relevant amino acid

Naz Al Hafid in the laboratory

that could help kids with PKU.
“There are so many challenges in
kid’s health research and when you see
the kids here at the Hospital, it makes
you realise how rewarding our work is
when we can find a new treatment or
cure” says Naz.
The research has already moved
from the laboratory and is being tested
in animal models. If these models are
supportive, the study is likely to proceed
to a clinical trial and will hopefully then
become a new treatment.
While Naz recognises the treatment
is still a few years away, she is optimistic
about how much the research will help
people with PKU.
“Essentially, we are hoping to develop
a pro-biotic which can be taken as a
liquid. For kids with PKU, this will give
them a more relaxed diet and help them
lead a happier, healthier life.”

On top of helping kids with PKU, the
research has the potential to be used
as the foundation for studies into other
metabolic disorders, including ones that
can cause life-threatening liver failure
and developmental delays.
The scholarship of $28,000 per year,
sponsored by Australian Rotary Health
and co-sponsored by The Rotary Club of
Pennant Hills, means that Naz is able to
dedicate her time undertaking research
on this promising discovery while also
completing her PhD in Medical Science
Research.
Director of Research, Prof Chris
Cowell, recognises the importance of
investing in Early Career Researchers.
“Supporting
promising
young
researchers at an early stage of their
career builds the foundation for research
that will improve paediatric health care
in the future.”
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fundraising news
Woolworths partnership – training the next generation of specialists
The
Children’s
Hospital
at
Westmead’s long-term partnership with
Woolworths plays an important part in
training the next generation of specialists
to care for sick children.
When doctors have completed their
basic training and wish to pursue further
study to become a specialist in a field,
they commence an advanced trainee
position, called a Fellowship. This subspecialty expertise is key to ensuring the
timely, effective and safe care of children
with complex conditions.
Woolworths
recognises
the
importance of this sub-specialty training
and has committed to supporting
Fellowships in a variety of clinical areas
through their Annual Fresh Food Kids
Hospital Appeal.
Dr Yoon Chi Ho is employed as one of
three Woolworths Appeal funded fellows
at The Children’s Hospital at Westmead.
The Woolworths fellowship has
allowed her to finish clinical training in
paediatric endocrinology and diabetes.
Her Department cares for 750 children

with type 1 diabetes and 380 children
needing growth hormones, among many
other complex disorders.
For effective treatment of a child’s
medical condition, families need to be
trained in the day-to-day management
and care. For example, with type 1
diabetes, this means multiple finger
pricks every day, giving insulin through
injections or pumps and planning
everything the child eats and monitoring
exercise and sleep. The older adolescent
has to learn to do these tasks themselves
while they cope with usual pressures of
school, friends and family matters.
Dr Ho monitors patients’ progress
at regular intervals through clinic visits.
Looking after their general health is vital
as children with conditions like diabetes
can fall ill quickly through a simple virus
or forgetting to take their medication.
For peace of mind for families, Dr Ho
provides an on-call telephone service
so that patients with diabetes and
endocrine disorders have after-hours
support during emergencies.

All clinical fellows also have the
opportunity to do research within their
specialty field. Research is vital to
understand disease processes, reduce
potential
complications,
improve
treatments and possibly discover a cure
one day.
Woolworths’ outstanding support of
clinical fellows at The Children’s Hospital
at Westmead is significantly improving
the quality of care available to children
and families and is ensuring the Hospital
is a world-class facility for the community
now and in the future.

Dr Yoon Hi Cho

A long road to HSC success for Michelle
Finishing the HSC is a proud occasion
for most young people, but 18-year-old
Sydney girl, Michelle, had more reason
than most to celebrate when the exam
results came in.
Diagnosed with Crohn’s disease six
years ago, Michelle spent her high school
years trying to balance her studies with
her chronic illness.
“It’s been a long road,” Michelle
said, “Crohn’s makes me unable to eat
properly and very lethargic, so at school
it was hard to concentrate. Sometimes
I’d even fall asleep in class because I felt
so exhausted. It was a lot of pressure
keeping up with my work when I found it
so hard to focus.”
Crohn’s disease is a form of
inflammatory bowel disease, often
diagnosed in teenagers and young
people. It can cause stomach pain,
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vomiting and weight loss and impairs the
absorption of vital vitamins and minerals,
such as Vitamin B12.
Michelle’s symptoms often meant
long stays at The Children’s Hospital at
Westmead, away from family, friends
and school.
“The cramps and nausea get so bad,
I stop eating. I can lose ten to 15 kilos in
a matter of weeks and I’ll often end up
in hospital for two to three months. The
first time I went to the hospital was when
I should’ve been starting high school.
So that was scary and very hard, being
away from my family and not being able
to start at my new school or meet new
friends.”
Throughout her lengthy hospital
stays, the team at The Children’s Hospital
at Westmead went out of their way to care
for Michelle’s health – and make sure she

didn’t fall behind in her studies.
“The staff did everything they could
to make sure I kept up with my school
work. I got into a program called Chronic
Illness Peer Support Program (or CHIPS),
where I was able to talk to other young
people who had been through a similar
experience. It made a big difference to my
motivation to be able to speak to others
who understood how I was feeling.”
Despite her challenges, Michelle was
thrilled to receive excellent results from
her HSC exams, something she credits to
the support she received at The Children’s
Hospital at Westmead. She hopes to
study a science degree at University
this year, knowing that her personal
experience will give her a head start for
her biology and anatomy subjects. The
CHIPS program is generously supported
by the Ottomin Foundation.

fundraising news
Investing in the future
Peter Davidson had polio in 1938
when he was just seven years old. He
was a patient at the Children’s Hospital
at Camperdown for four long months.
Peter was a patient of Sir Robert Wade
- Wade Ward at The Children’s Hospital
at Westmead is named in his honour still
to this day.
Peter has never forgotten the care and
support he and his mother received from
the doctors and nurses at Camperdown.
Later in life when he married his late
wife Suzanne, also a polio sufferer, they
both decided to leave a bequest especially
for the Adolescent Medicine Department’s
Chronic Illness Peer Support Program,
helping to support patients with chronic
conditions, just like Peter and Suzanne
when they were younger.
The Chronic Illness Peer Support
Program, also known as CHIPS, helps
children with chronic illnesses and
disabilities to achieve the very best in all
facets of their lives, especially emotionally
and socially. Adolescents are helped to
build confidence and social skills and to

Peter and Suzanne Davidson

connect with other young people facing
similar challenges in life.
Peter said, “I am alive today thanks
to the care and attention I received as
a child at the Children’s Hospital. I give
my annual donation as well as specifying
a bequest in my will to The Children’s

Hospital at Westmead.”
Your bequest gift can
build a
brighter future for our young patients. For
information on leaving a bequest to The
Children’s Hospital at Westmead, please
phone our Legacy Manager on (02)
9845 3471.

In Memoriam
We gratefully acknowledge gifts recently received, in lieu of flowers, in memory of:
Peer Engebretsen
Louise Mostyn
Noel Bartolmeusz
Steve Miltiadis
Judith Kenny
William Harris
Robert Eggleton
Vincenzo Angellini
Violet Abel
Autumn Grace Poulton
Norma Florence Mitchell
Keeley Woldhius
Anthipi Cougelis
Harry Townsend
George Anslow
Lacramioara Nacu
Edith & George White
Karen Bissett
Stan Partridge
David Stephenson
Pranil Amin
Salvatore Calabrese
Charlize Jones
Sophie McColl

Chaiban Jabour
Dhruba Roy
Chris Chatfield
Sonia Laughton
Marian Briffa
Laurence George McCallum
Hilda Barnett
Zoe Elizabeth Thomas
George Wheeler
Fondreo Fenotti
Thomas King Chu Cheung
Onofrio Gadaleta
Ron Stevenson
Aaliyah Charlotte Paaboul Frimpong
Cecil John Riley
Arthur Hales
Simona Giselle Pascuzzo
William David Childs
Catherine Papoutsis
Scott Walters
R. S. Whitebread
Ali Harfouch
Keith Wong
Zac Bidwell

Rhea Byrne
Harrison Phelps
Christopher Chatfield
Ross McKenzie
Isabella Ruby Manners
Pantelis Lantouris
Rhys Walker
Mary Mulhearn
Patricia Parsons
Oscar Kayden Llyod
Jack Clifton Thew
Debra Kaye Davidson
James Bennetts
Richard Frederick Frank Ames
Vishwanath Apte
Stelios Tryfon-Stavrides
Gloria Shaw
Barbara Jaja
Luca Caruso
Alexia Lo Surdo
Glen Lee
Edith Beaton
Elaine Patricia Hoare
Alexia Losurdo

Constantine Nicolaou
Carman Sheen
Gwen Ball
David Norman Johnston
Paula Moroney
Elizabeth Jutrisa
Benjamin Cameron
Sophia & Nick Pittas

Bequests
Estate Late Gloria Jessie May McKeon
Estate Late Ruth Henderson
Estate Late Dorothy Dawson
Estate Late Norma Blanche Shirley
Estate Late Joycelyn Beryl Graudins
Estate Late Anne Higgins
Estate Late Arthur Willian Byrne
Estate Late Michael Grace
Estate Late Jocelyn Brian
Estate Late Valerie Patricia Urguhart
Estate Late Claude Neil Laing
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bear cottage news
Bear Cottage friends for life

Brenton and Shannais – friends for life

Brenton and Shannais are two
regular Bear Cottage visitors. Both
17 years old, they have been visiting
for years and have formed a great
friendship based on their ability to enjoy
life and experience everything it has to
offer, while sharing an understanding of
life with a disability.

Brenton
I love coming to Bear Cottage to relax
and meet new people. All the activities
are great – going to the zoo, attending
camps and playing X-Box.
I love attending the camps and
meeting friends who have the same
disabilities. We get to have lots of
fun together, with movie nights, laser
skirmish and visits to the museum.
We went to see a scary movie together
recently and I felt like I needed some
sedation afterwards!
I recently had the opportunity to
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write a song and record it with the Bear
Cottage Music Therapist, Phoebe. That
was great fun and a fantastic way to
express myself.
I love coming to Bear Cottage and
especially getting to stay in the ‘Manly’
room because it’s nice and quiet and
the TV is in just the right spot! And for
some reason I’m always able to sleep
better here.

Shannais
Bear Cottage is one my favourite
places as the nurses are wonderful and
I enjoy having the chance to have a
break from my everyday life.
I love having the chance to meet new
friends. I have met so many great people
over the years and enjoy catching up
with them all when I visit Bear Cottage
from my home outside Sydney.
My
favourite
Bear
Cottage
activities are movie nights, Masterchef

competitions and excursions to places
like Sydney Tower. The food at Bear
Cottage is really nice – some of my
favourites are Ina’s Moroccan soup and
Tim’s chicken pie.
Both Brenton and I would love to
keep coming back to Bear Cottage
forever – well at least until we are 60!

schools news
Support a beary good cause
How can your secondary school,
university or TAFE help raise muchneeded funds for The Children’s Hospital
at Westmead?
• Volunteer your time on Bandaged
Bear Day, Friday 30 March, selling
merchandise at train stations or
registered sites throughout Sydney.
• Run the City2Surf with a group of
friends as part of Team Bandaged Bear
and enjoy the finish line festivities on
Bondi Beach.
• Hold a Teddy Bear’s Picnic fundraiser see www.teddybearspicnic.com.au for
cool ideas.
If you would like to know how your
school can be involved, please contact
Prue Steel, Education Liaison Officer at
prue.steel@health.nsw.gov.au or phone
(02) 9845 3364.
Getting ready for breakfast
Students all over NSW are getting
ready to support the Bandaged Bear
Appeal in a big way this year, especially
by holding Bandaged Bear Breakfasts.
Wahroonga Preparatory School held
a Bandaged Bear Breakfast in 2011 to
raise money for The Children’s Hospital
at Westmead. A huge breakfast event
was held in the school hall before classes
started for the day, where students
purchased a yummy breakfast and some
Bandaged Bear merchandise.

Wahroonga Prep School

After such an exciting and enjoyable
event, teacher, Sara Bell, said, “It’s so
easy and the whole community gets
on board to support such a worthwhile
cause. The students can’t wait to do it
all again in March!”
Operation Art
Operation Art is a way of involving
young people in the special work of The
Children’s Hospital at Westmead, by
giving students an opportunity to create
artworks for children in hospital.
Operation Art entries are available
online from February at www.artsunit.
nsw.edu.au. All entries need to be
submitted by 22 May 2012.

James Kerley and students from St Ignatius College Riverview

Operation Artworks
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a supporter’s story
Breakfast has never been so important
In April 2007, Martin and Amber’s
daughter, Ella, was diagnosed with
Infantile Glaucoma.
She has since
been a regular patient at The Children’s
Hospital at Westmead. Ella is now four
years old and will attend the Hospital’s
Eye Clinic until her 18th birthday. Ella’s
family feels so fortunate to have access
to this world class hospital, as many
other kids all over the world aren’t as
lucky.
Martin and Amber held a Bandaged
Bear Breakfast in support of The
Children’s Hospital at Westmead
which was an overwhelming success.
It snowballed from the original aim of
raising $500 to raising over $3500
through amazing support from so many
people.
“Holding a Bandaged Bear Breakfast
during the Bandaged Bear Appeal is an
easy and a fun way to support such a
special cause. Aside from the worldclass facilities and staff, the Hospital
offers so much more to sick kids and
their families” said Amber.
As a “Children’s Hospital at Westmead

Mum” Amber has seen first-hand the
benefits of fundraising. A test to monitor
Ella’s eye pressure was previously done
by a machine large enough to require its
own trolley. With the wonderful support
of our donors, the Eye Clinic now has
the latest model - no bigger than a TV
remote. This is a lot less terrifying, which
means less tears and more accurate
results for our patients.
“When you see nurses sprinkling
magic dust on patients to take the pain
away you know the Hospital is a truly
magical and special place for kids”
Amber said.
Holding a breakfast is easy - all you
have to do is go online and register your
breakfast at www.bandagedbear.com.au
or telephone (02) 9845 3481 and start
planning your event at home, school or
work today.
By registering to hold a Bandaged
Bear Breakfast this March you will be
helping the Hospital to continue the lifesaving work that transforms the lives of
thousands of families each year.

Martin and Amber’s Bandaged Bear Breakfast

The Children’s Hospital at Westmead acknowledges the generous ongoing support of
Planet Press towards the cost of producing the Bandaged Bear Newsletter.
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Bandaged Bear was the special guest

Drawing the raffle

